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INTRODU
UCTION
Between 20006 and 200
08, the Coun
ncil of Chief State Schooll Officers Intterstate Scho
ool Leaders
Licensure Consortium
C
(ISLLC) chaaired by the National
N
Pollicy Board for Educationaal
Administraation (NPBEA) revised th
he 1996 ISLL
LC Standard
ds. During th
his process, the
t ISLLC
Steering Co
ommittee recceived inputt from the orrganizations and
a councilss that make up
u the NPBE
EA.
The resulting new stand
dards are inttended to “h
help state policymakers strrengthen sellection,
preparation
n, licensure, and professiional develop
pment for ed
ducation lead
ders” and hellp “create a
seamless seet of supportiing policies and
a activitiess that span th
he career con
ntinuum of an
a education
n
leader” (CC
CSSO-ISLLC
C, pp.3 - 4). In
I 2009, McR
REL develop
ped a princip
pal evaluation
n instrumentt and
accompanyying process based
b
on elements of a 21
2 st century education
e
an
nd a set of ressearch-based
standards. McREL’s
M
Principal Evalu
uation System
m is based up
pon extensivve analyses byy McREL an
nd
other organ
nizations of characteristic
c
cs of educational leaders “which conttribute to thee success of
schools” (W
Williams, Cam
meron, & Davis,
D
p.1).
The purposse of this stu
udy was to deetermine and
d report whetther and to what
w
degree the standard
ds
described as
a important for principaals in the ISL
LLC standard
ds are presen
nt in McREL
L componentts,
and vice veersa. The sixx ISLLC standards are described as brroad, high prriority themees that are
defined mo
ore specificallly through a set of functions “that heelp define strrong school leadership”
(CCSSO-IS
SLLC, p.6). Three McRE
EL componeents organize and are furtther defined by a set of
responsibillities for prin
ncipals; thesee responsibiliities were ideentified through McREL
L’s meta-analyysis
to have stattistically sign
nificant relatiionships with
h student ach
hievement (p
p. Williams, Cameron, &
Davis, p. 2)). The degreee of alignmen
nt is likely an
n important factor when
n consideringg an evaluatio
on
system, as large
l
discrepaancies in con
ntent have im
mplications to
t developmeent and adop
ption. The reesults
of the comp
parison undertaken in th
his study ind
dicate a signifficant majoriity of alignm
ments are stro
ong
or satisfacto
ory. Differen
nces between
n the two doccuments app
pear to reflectt an emphasiis on the pollicies
that supporrt education leadership as
a found with
hin the ISLL
LC standardss and an emp
phasis on
leadership traits and ch
haracteristics as found within the McR
REL compon
nents, which
h form a partt of
McREL’s Principal
P
Evaaluation Systeem.

HE McREL PRINCIPA
AL EVALU
UATION COMPONEN
NTS AND ISLLC
HOW TH
STANDA
ARDS WER
RE COMPA
ARED
LC Standard
ds and the McREL
M
Princiipal Evaluatio
on componeents
McREL analysts compaared the ISLL
from two directions
d
or perspectives. In the first case, analystts used the IS
SLLC standaards and
associated functions
f
as the organizing frameworrk to ask wheether the MccREL compo
onents address all
the same co
ontent and, if
i so, to what degree. In other
o
words,, this analysiss identified whether
w
and to
what degree the McREL
L componen
nts and assocciated respon
nsibilities holld the same expectations
e
for
educationaal leaders as do
d the ISLLC
C standards. In the secon
nd case, analysts used the McREL
componentts and associiated responssibilities as th
he starting point
p
from which to ask whether
w
the
ISLLC stan
ndards addreessed all the content
c
foun
nd in the MccREL compo
onents. This second
s
analyysis
served to id
dentify wheth
her the ISLL
LC standardss expect the same
s
from prrincipals as do
d the McRE
EL
1

components and if the McREL components expect additional content. The following are definitions
for each of the three McREL components used for this comparison:
1. Managing Change - involves understanding the implications of change efforts for
stakeholders and adjusting leadership behaviors accordingly.
2. Focus of Leadership - involves accurately and pro-actively targeting appropriate areas for
school improvement efforts.
3. Purposeful Community - is a community with the collective efficacy and capability to
develop and use assets to accomplish goals that matter to all community members through
agreed upon processes.
To conduct each comparison, analysts first identified clear and specific expectations for leaders:
termed functions within the ISLLC standards and responsibilities within the McREL components.
Analysts then examined the target document to determine if one or several statements could be
identified that, taken together, described the same or very similar expectations. The nature of the
content match between the two documents they then characterized in one of the following ways:
Strong, Satisfactory, or Weak (see sidebar). Instances when no content match existed across the two
documents were identified as having No Alignment.
Each document comparison
(McREL to ISLLC; ISLLC
to McREL) was conducted
independently by two
content analysts, who
collectively hold seven years’
experience in standards
analysis and more than two
decades’ teaching
experience. At the outset of
the study, analysts were
instructed on the
methodology for the work
and had an opportunity to
discuss the categories to be
applied for matching.
Working systematically
through the organizing
document, each analyst
independently identified
statements in the target
document that, singly or
taken together with other

Strong: A match is identified as strongly aligned if all aspects of the
organizing document standard – the scope and detail – are
addressed in the target document against which it was compared.
The language described the same content or denoted the same basic
meaning, with only slight differences in phrasing or emphasis.
Satisfactory: A match is identified as satisfactory if most, but not
all, characteristics of a strong match are found. The nature of the
difference, that is, the aspect of the content that keeps it from being
a strong match, is identified with the match label. A match marked
as Satisfactory (specificity) indicates that a level of detail in the
organizing document is not found in the target document;
Satisfactory (scope) means that not every topic related to content in
the organizing document is addressed; Satisfactory (emphasis/phrasing),
means that, although the target document addresses similar content,
there is a notable difference in emphasis and phrasing. Finally, a
match marked Satisfactory (implied) means that the content of the
standard in the organizing document is implied, but not explicitly
addressed, in the target document.
Weak: A match is identified as weak if content in the organizing
document is loosely related to content found in the target
document; the content in the organizing document is significantly
more detailed, covers a much broader scope or places a significantly
different emphasis on the content.
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content in the target do
ocument, add
dressed the content
c
in th
he organizingg document. When such
content waas found, the analyst exceerpted relevant text from the target do
ocument, asssigned one of
o the
available laabels to charaacterize the type
ty of match
h found, and
d provided raationale and commentaryy
about the match,
m
wheree appropriatee. At key po
oints during the
t process, analysts mett to compare
findings an
nd, with the study
s
lead wh
ho served as moderator, resolved anyy differences between theem
regarding the content that
t
was foun
nd to be a match and how
w the match was characteerized. Meettings
to discuss and
a resolve such differen
nces occurred
d more frequ
uently at the beginning
b
off the processs to
help clarifyy understand
ding about th
he characterisstics of each type of matcch and what constituted
evidence fo
or a match. All
A differencces were resollved in discu
ussion with th
he moderato
or by referencce to
the textual evidence, th
he characterisstics of each type of matcch, and whatt commentarry would bestt
make clear the rationale behind thee match.

GS
FINDING
As a result of this bi-dirrectional anaalysis, analystts determined that the all content desscribed in th
he
ISLLC Edu
ucational Leaadership Poliicy Standard
ds is present in
i McREL’s Principal Evvaluation
componentts to some deegree. Of thee 31 ISLLC functions,
f
133 (42%) weree identified as
a a strong
match, 13 (42%)
(
were judged
j
a satisfactory match, and 5 (166%) were considered a weak
w
match.
Converselyy, all the conttent of the McREL
M
Princcipal Evaluattion compon
nents is addreessed to som
me
extent in th
he ISLLC staandards. Of the 21 respo
onsibilities in
n the McREL
L componen
nts, 4 (19%) were
w
found to have a strong match in thee ISLLC stan
ndards and functions,
f
133 (62%) weree a satisfactorry
match, and
d 4 (19%) weere a weak match.
Detailed fin
ndings are prrovided belo
ow, with illusstrative graph
hs. The comp
parisons from
m the ISLLC
C
Educationaal Leadership
p Policy Stan
ndards to thee McREL com
mponents caan be found in
i Appendixx A;
comparison
ns from McR
REL’s Princip
pal Evaluatio
on componen
nts to the ISLLC Educattional Leaderrship
Policy stand
dards are in Appendix B.
ISLLC CONTENT FOUND
D IN THE MCREL
R COMPONEENTS
The ISLLC
C content is organized
o
intto six standards, each of which is diviided into a set of functio
ons
that define school leadeership; theree are a total of
o 31 functio
ons. Of the 31 ISLLC fun
nctions, 13 (442%)
d to have a sttrong match with conten
nt in the McR
REL compon
nents, 13 (422%) were judged
were found
to have a saatisfactory match,
m
and 5 (16%) functiions were co
onsidered to have
h
a weak match in the
McREL com
mponents. Among
A
the matches
m
markked as satisfaactory, 4 (31%
%) were baseed on differences
in emphasiis and phrasiing, 7 (54%) were based on
o content being
b
implied
d, rather than explicit, 1 (8%)
was based upon
u
a differrence in scop
pe, and 1 (8%
%) was based
d on a differeence in speciificity (see Figgures
1–3). See Appendix
A
A for completee results.
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Figure 1. Distribution
D
of Ratings by
b Major Categories wheen Comparin
ng McREL's
Principal Evaluation
E
Components
C
s to ISLLC Standards
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Figure 3. Percentage
P
of Ratings wh
hen Comparring McREL
L's Principal Evaluation Component
C
ts to
ISLLC Stan
ndards

Weak
%
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Implied
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Scope
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MCREL CO
ONTENT FOUN
ND IN THE ISL
LLC STANDARRDS
The McRE
EL content is organized in
nto three com
mponents. The
T componeents organizee the 21
leadership responsibilitties that are associated
a
wiith increased
d student ach
hievement.
hat all the ressponsibilitiess within the McREL
M
com
mponents are addressed within
w
Analysis deetermined th
the ISLLC functions. Of
O the 21 responsibilities in the McREL componeents, 4 (19%
%) were found
d to
have a stron
ng match, 13
3 (62%) weree a satisfactory match, an
nd 4 (19%) were
w considerred to have a
weak match
h in the ISLL
LC functionss. Among th
he matches marked
m
as satiisfactory, 2 (15%) were based
b
on differen
nces in emph
hasis and phrrasing, 8 (61%
%) were baseed on conten
nt being implied, rather than
t
explicit, 2 (15%)
(
were based
b
upon scope
s
differences, and 1 (8%)
(
was bassed on a diffference in
specificity (see
( Figures 4-6).
4 See App
pendix B for complete reesults.
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Figure 4. Distribution
D
of Ratings by
b Major Categories wheen Comparin
ng the ISLLC
C Standardss to
McREL’s Principal
P
Evaaluation Com
mponents
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Figure 6. Percentage
P
of Ratings wh
hen Comparring McREL
L's Principal Evaluation Component
C
ts to
ISLLC Stan
ndards
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NOTABLE DIFFERENCES
D
BETWEEN
B
THE
E MCREL COMPONENTS
O
A
AND
ISLLC STTANDARDS
It should be
b noted thatt the two doccuments exam
mined in thiis study differ in their app
proach. The
ISLLC stan
ndards are prrimarily a guide “to state policymakerrs” (CCSSO--ISLLC, pg.11) and are en
ntitled
Educationaal Leadership
p Policy Stand
dards (italics added). Co
onsequently, the standard
ds are usuallyy
written in terms
t
of poliicy directionss and goals. The McREL
L components constitutee an instrumeent
for evaluatiing principall performancce, similar to
o evaluation instruments
i
for teacher performance
p
e.
They emph
hasize “key traits of educaational leaderrs and those attributes wh
hich constitu
ute the successs of
schools” (W
Williams, Cam
meron, & Davis,
D
pg. 1; ittalics added)). The compo
onents comp
prise the
evaluation instrument that,
t
togetheer with a com
mprehensive process and professionall growth
f
McRE
EL’s Principaal Evaluation System. Th
he focus is on
n behaviors and
a actions of
o
approach, forms
principals. This differeence in appro
oach between
n the two do
ocuments is often
o
nuanceed, yet accou
unts
for some off the differen
nces in conteent coverage.. Examples are
a provided
d through exccerpts from the
t
Appendices in Table 1..
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Table1. Exxamples of po
olicy vs. beh
havior approaaches in diffferences betw
ween docum
ments
ISLLC Stan
ndard 5
C. Safeguarrd the valuess of
democracy,, equity, and
d
diversity

McREL Co
omponent 2
A. Continggent Rewardss:
Recognizes and rewardss
individual accomplishm
ments.

Weak: McREL identifies
i
speccific behavio
ors that may be
b
con
nsidered mod
deling ISLLC
C
gen
neral principlles

Weak: ISLLC in
ndirectly
imp
plies that accomplishmen
nts
are recognized and
a rewarded
d.

McREL
L
Compo
onent 1. Man
naging Chan
nge
b. Flexib
bility: Adaptts his or her
leadersh
hip behaviorr to the needs
of the current
c
situattion and is
comforttable with diissent. 2.
Implemeents procedures that encouraage
teachers and staff to express
e
opinionns
and percceptions even if
i they are
contrary to those held by individualss in
positionss of authority.
ISLLC
Standarrd 2.
A. Nurtture and susttain a culturee
of collab
boration, tru
ust, learning,,
and higgh expectatio
ons.
C. Creaate a personaalized and
motivatting learningg environmen
nt
for stud
dents

SUMMAR
RY
LC standardss and the MccREL’s Princcipal Evaluattion compon
nents
McREL analysts compaared the ISLL
to identify how much and
a to what degree
d
the co
ontent in eacch is also ideentified in th
he other. All 31
t
define th
he ISLLC staandards are included
i
in the
t McREL components;
c
; thirteen (422%)
functions that
were found
d to be a stro
ong match, 133 (42%) were judged a saatisfactory match,
m
and 5 (16%)
(
were
considered a weak matcch. All 21 off the McREL
L leadership responsibiliti
r
ies that defin
ne the McRE
EL
E
co
omponents are
a addressed
d in the ISLL
LC standardss. Of these matches,
m
4 (199%)
Principal Evaluation
were a stron
ng match, 13
3 (62%) weree a satisfacto
ory match, an
nd 4 (19%) were
w a weak match.
m
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APPENDIX A: ISLLC EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP POLICY STANDARDS AND CORRESPONDING
McREL PRINCIPAL EVALUATION COMPONENTS
ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

Standard 1

An education leader promotes the success of every
student by facilitating the development,
articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a
vision of learning that is shared and
supported by all stakeholders.

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
Associated Components, Responsibilities,
and Practices.

Functions
A.

Collaboratively develop and implement a
shared vision and mission

Strong

Component 1. Managing Change
c. Ideals and Beliefs: Communicates and
operates from strong ideals and beliefs about
school and schooling. 4. Shares leadership in a
manner that extends and promotes the ideals
and beliefs about schools and schooling
throughout the community.
Component 3. Purposeful Community
c. Culture: Fosters shared beliefs and a sense
of community and cooperation. 4. Monitors,
evaluates, and annually updates the school’s
purpose, shared vision, and the systems and
procedures that support the school’s purpose
and vision.

B.

Collect and use data to identify goals,
assess organizational effectiveness, and
promote organizational learning

Satisfactory (scope and
emphasis/phrasing)

Component 1. Managing Change.
a. Change Agent: Is willing to and actively
challenges the status quo. 2. Builds on data
analysis to define processes and protocols in
order to create or adopt new and better ways
to improve school and classroom practices.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning.

9

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

C.

Strong

Component 1. Managing Change.
a. Change Agent: Is willing to and actively
challenges the status quo. 2. Builds on data
analysis to define processes and protocols in
order to create or adopt new and better ways
to improve school and classroom practices.

Create and implement plans to achieve
goals

Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
c. Focus: Establishes clear goals and keeps
those goals in the forefront of the school’s
attention. 4. Leverages high, concrete goals in
order to continually create demand for
innovation and improvement.
e. Order: Establishes a set of standard
operating procedures and routines.
D.

Promote continuous and sustainable
improvement

Strong

Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
c. Focus: Establishes clear goals and keeps
those goals in the forefront of the school’s
attention. 4. Leverages high, concrete goals in
order to continually create demand for
innovation and improvement.
g. Resources: Provides teachers with material
and professional development necessary for
the execution of their jobs. 4. Implements
processes and procedures that ensure the
long-term viability of effective programs and
practices.

E.

Monitor and evaluate progress and revise
plans

Strong

Component 1. Managing Change.
a. Change Agent: Is willing to and actively
challenges the status quo. 2. Builds on data
analysis to define processes and protocols in
order to create or adopt new and better ways
to improve school and classroom practices.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning.
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ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

Standard 2
An education leader promotes the success of
every student by advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture and instructional
program conducive to student learning and staff
professional growth.

Associated Components, Responsibilities,
and Practices

Functions
A.

Nurture and sustain a culture of
collaboration, trust, learning, and high
expectations

Strong

Component 2. Focus of Leadership
c. Focus: Establishes clear goals and keeps
those goals in the forefront of the school’s
attention.4. Leverages high, concrete goals in
order to continually create demand for
innovation and improvement.
Component 3. Purposeful Community.
c. Culture: Fosters shared beliefs and a sense
of community and cooperation. 3. Assures that
unity of purpose, teamwork, and commitment
to the work are at the core of all decisions,
activities, and initiatives.
f. Situational Awareness: Is aware of the
details and the undercurrents in the running of
the school and uses this information to
address current and potential problems. 4.
Leverages opportunities to build and
strengthen trusting and productive
relationships in order to strengthen the
school’s capacity to meet future challenges.

B.

Create a comprehensive, rigorous, and
coherent curricular program

Satisfactory (implied): McREL
reference to research-based
curriculum implies coherence

Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
d. Involvement in Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment: Is directly involved in helping
teachers design curricular activities and
address assessment and instructional
issues.4. Helps teachers adopt, adapt, or
design rigorous research-based curriculum,
instruction, and assessment practices,
programs, and interventions.
11

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

C.

Satisfactory (emphasis/phrasing)

Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
b. Discipline: Protects teachers from issues
and influences that would detract from their
time or focus. 4. Serves as a champion for
protecting and maximizing instructional
time and focus to assure an effective learning
environment.
e. Order: Establishes a set of standard
operating procedures and routines. 4. Uses an
orderly environment to sustain confidence in
the school’s ability to educate all children.

Create a personalized and motivating
learning environment for students

Component 3. Purposeful Community
b. Communication: Establishes strong lines of
communication with teachers and among
students. 2. Implements a variety of strategies
to encourage effective open communication
between and among students, teachers, staff,
and the larger school community.
D.

Supervise instruction

Strong

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
d. Involvement in Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment: Is directly involved in helping
teachers design curricular activities and
address assessment and instructional issues.
4. Helps teachers adopt, adapt, or design
rigorous research-based . . . instruction . . .

E.

Develop assessment and accountability
systems to monitor student progress

Satisfactory (specificity): McREL
reference to evaluation does not
specify accountability

Component 1. Managing Change.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning. 3. Routinely works
collaboratively with teachers and staff to
assess the impact of research-based
programs and interventions on student
learning and achievement.
Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
12

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
d. Involvement in Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment: Is directly involved in helping
teachers design curricular activities and
address assessment and instructional issues.

F.

Develop the instructional and leadership
capacity of staff

Strong

Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
d. Involvement in Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment: Is directly involved in helping
teachers design curricular activities and
address assessment and instructional issues.
g. Resources: Provides teachers with material
and professional development necessary for
the execution of their jobs.
Component 3. Purposeful Community.
d. Input: Involves teachers in the design and
implementation of important decisions. 3.
Creates opportunities and sets expectations
for stakeholder groups to assume meaningful
leadership and decision-making roles.

G.

Maximize time spent on quality instruction

Strong

Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
b. Discipline: Protects teachers from issues
and influences that would detract from their
time or focus. 4. Serves as a champion for
protecting and maximizing instructional time
and focus to assure an effective learning
environment.

H.

Promote the use of the most effective and
appropriate technologies to support
teaching and learning

Satisfactory (implied): McREL
reference to tools and equipment
implies technology use

Component 1. Managing Change.
e. Knowledge of Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment: Is knowledgeable about the
current curriculum, instruction, and
assessment practices. 3. Provides mastery
and vicarious experiences of research-based
practices in curriculum design, instructional
strategies, and assessment practices through
professional development and action
research.
13

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
Component 2. Focus of Leadership.
g. Resources: Provides teachers with material
and professional development necessary for
the execution of their jobs. 2. Ensures that
teachers and staff have tools, materials, and
equipment necessary to perform their duties.

I.

Monitor and evaluate the impact of the
instructional program

Strong

Component 1. Managing Change.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning.
Component 2. Focus on Leadership
d. Involvement in Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment: Is directly involved in helping
teachers design curricular activities and
address assessment and instructional issues.

Standard 3
An education leader promotes the success of
every student by ensuring management of the
organization, operation, and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective learning environment.

Associated Components, Responsibilities,
and Practices

Functions
A.

Monitor and evaluate the management
and operational systems

Responsibility/Practices
Satisfactory (implied): McREL
reference to procedures that
support the school’s purpose
implies operational systems

Component 1. Managing Change.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning.
Component 2. Focus on Leadership
e. Order: Establishes a set of standard
operating procedures and routines. 3.
Maximizes the established policies,
procedures, and routines to build a culture
that is safe, orderly, and enhances student
and teacher abilities to engage in meaningful
and productive work.
14

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
Component 3. Purposeful Community
c. Culture: Fosters shared beliefs and a sense
of community and cooperation. 4. Monitors,
evaluates, and annually updates the school’s
purpose, shared vision, and the systems and
procedures that support the school’s purpose
and vision.

B.

Obtain, allocate, align, and efficiently
utilize human, fiscal, and technological
resources

Weak: McREL references aligned
material support but not obtaining
or efficiently using human and
fiscal resources

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
g. Resources: Provides teachers with material
and professional development necessary for
the execution of their jobs. 2. Ensures that
teachers and staff have tools, materials, and
equipment necessary to perform their duties.

C.

Promote and protect the welfare and
safety of students and staff

Strong

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
b. Discipline: Protects teachers from issues
and influences that would detract from their
time or focus.
e. Order: Establishes a set of standard
operating procedures and routines.
3. Maximizes the established policies,
procedures, and routines to build a culture
that is safe, orderly, and enhances student
and teacher abilities to engage in meaningful
and productive work.

D.

Develop the capacity for distributed
leadership

Satisfactory (emphasis/phrasing):
McREL component defines but
does not identify “distributed
leadership”

Component 3. Purposeful Community
d. Input: Involves teachers in the design and
implementation of important decisions.
3. Creates opportunities and sets
expectations for stakeholder groups to
assume meaningful leadership and decision
making roles.

E.

Ensure teacher and organizational time is
focused to support quality instruction and
student learning

Strong

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
b. Discipline: Protects teachers from issues
and influences that would detract from their
time or focus.3. Enforces policies and
15

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
procedures related to instruction time to
assure that all staff members and all students
benefit from periods of focused instruction.

Standard 4
An education leader promotes the success of
every student by collaborating with faculty and
community members, responding to diverse
community interests and needs, and mobilizing
community resources.

Associated Components, Responsibilities,
and Practices

Functions

Responsibility/Practices

A.

Collect and analyze data and information
pertinent to the educational environment

Strong

Component 1. Managing Change.
a. Change Agent: Is willing to and actively
challenges the status quo. 2. Builds on data
analysis to define processes and protocols in
order to create or adopt new and better ways
to improve school and classroom practices.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning. 2. Uses a variety
of data and processes to…

B.

Promote understanding, appreciation, and
use of the community’s diverse cultural,
social, and intellectual resources

Satisfactory (implied): McREL
references to community
engagement imply understanding
and appreciation of the community
as a resource

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
f. Outreach: Is an advocate and spokesperson
of the school to all stakeholders. 4. Uses
community relationships as both tangible and
intangible assets to engage all stakeholders in
family and community involvement initiatives.
Component 3. Purposeful Community
c. Culture: Fosters shared beliefs and a sense
of community and cooperation. 2. Leads the
development of an understanding of a unified
purpose and a shared vision for the school.

C.

Build and sustain positive relationships
with families and caregivers

Satisfactory (implied): McREL
reference to engagement of all
stakeholders and positive impact of

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
f. Outreach: Is an advocate and spokesperson
16

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

D.

Build and sustain productive relationships
with community partners

Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

relationships among formal and
informal groups implies positive
relationships with families and
caregivers.

of the school to all stakeholders. 4. Uses
community relationships as both tangible and
intangible assets to engage all stakeholders in
family and community involvement initiatives.
Component 3. Purposeful Community
f. Situational Awareness: Is aware of the
details and the undercurrents in the running of
the school and uses this information to
address current and potential problems. 3.
Implements strategies to ensure that
relationships among formal and informal
groups impact the school in a positive way.

Strong

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
f. Outreach: Is an advocate and spokesperson
of the school to all stakeholders. 4. Uses
community relationships as both tangible and
intangible assets to engage all stakeholders in
family and community involvement initiatives.
Component 3. Purposeful Community
b. Communication: Establishes strong lines of
communication with teachers and among
students. 2. Implements a variety of strategies
to encourage effective open communication
between and among students, teachers, staff,
and the larger school community.
f. Situational Awareness: Is aware of the
details and the undercurrents in the running of
the school and uses this information to
address current and potential problems.4.
Leverages opportunities to build and
strengthen trusting and productive
relationships in order to strengthen the
school’s capacity to meet future challenges.
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Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

Standard 5
An education leader promotes the success of
every student by acting with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Associated Components, Responsibilities,
and Practices

Functions
A.

Ensure a system of accountability for
every student’s academic and social
success

Responsibility/Practices
Satisfactory (implied): McREL
procedures to ensure student
opportunity for success implies an
accountability system.

Component 1. Managing Change
e. Knowledge of Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment: Is knowledgeable about the
current curriculum, instruction, and
assessment practices. 2. Provides guidance
regarding curriculum, instruction, and
assessment in order to ensure effective
practices in every classroom.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning. 3. Routinely works
collaboratively with teachers and staff to
assess the impact of research-based
programs
and interventions on student learning and
achievement.
Component 2. Focus on Leadership
e. Order: Establishes a set of standard
operating procedures and routines. 2. Has
established and consistently enforces policies,
procedures, and routines that maximize
opportunities for all students to learn.
Component 3. Purposeful Community
a. Affirmation: Recognizes and celebrates
school accomplishment and acknowledges
failures. 3. Has a plan for systematically and
fairly recognizing successes and failures of
students.

B.

Model principles of self-awareness,
reflective practice, transparency, and

Weak: McREL identifies specific
behaviors that may be considered

Component 1. Managing Change
b. Flexibility: Adapts his or her leadership
18
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Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

ethical behavior

modeling ISLLC general principles

behavior to the needs of the current situation
and is comfortable with dissent. 2. Implements
procedures that encourage teachers and staff
to express opinions and perceptions even if
they are contrary to those held by individuals
in positions of authority.
c. Ideals and Beliefs: Communicates and
operates from strong ideals and beliefs about
school and schooling. 2. Demonstrates
behaviors that exemplify stated beliefs about
school and schooling.

C.

Safeguard the values of democracy,
equity, and diversity

Weak: McREL describes actions
that may be associated with
safeguarding values of democracy,
equity, and diversity

Component 1. Managing Change
b. Flexibility: Adapts his or her leadership
behavior to the needs of the current situation
and is comfortable with dissent. 2. Implements
procedures that encourage teachers and staff
to express opinions and perceptions even if
they are contrary to those held by individuals
in positions of authority.

D.

Consider and evaluate the potential moral
and legal consequences of decisionmaking

Weak: McREL references
evaluation of consequences but
these are not linked to moral or
legal issues

Component 1. Managing Change
b. Flexibility: Adapts his or her leadership
behavior to the needs of the current situation
and is comfortable with dissent.
1.Understands the importance of how different
change
initiatives may be perceived differently by
various stakeholders and how they may
impact
others.

E.

Promote social justice and ensure that
individual student needs inform all
aspects of schooling

Satisfactory (emphasis/phrasing):
McREL emphasis is on needs of
individuals and groups rather
social justice

Component 1. Managing Change
c. Ideals and Beliefs: Communicates and
operates from strong ideals and beliefs about
school and schooling. 2. Demonstrates
behaviors that exemplify stated beliefs about
school and schooling.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
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Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning. 2. Uses a variety
of data and processes to monitor the needs
and performance of individuals, groups, and
the school as a whole.

Standard 6
An education leader promotes the success of
every student by understanding, responding to,
and influencing the political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Associated Components, Responsibilities,
and Practices

Functions

Responsibility/Practices

A.

Advocate for children, families, and
caregivers

Weak: McREL component does not
call for leader advocacy of families
and caregivers.

Component 2. Focus on Leadership
f. Outreach: Is an advocate and
spokesperson of the school to all
stakeholders. 2. Advocates for the school
with…parents..students. 4. Uses community
relationships as both tangible and intangible
assets to engage all stakeholders in family
and community involvement initiatives.

B.

Act to influence local, district, state, and
national decisions affecting student
learning

Satisfactory (implied): McREL
reference to advocacy and influence
implies efforts at impacting various
levels of decision-making

Component 1. Managing Change
a. Change Agent: Is willing to and actively
challenges the status quo. 4. Leverages the
influence of opinion leaders to strategically
target and frame change initiatives
in order to increase the rate of adoption.
Component 2. Focus on Leadership
f. Outreach: Is an advocate and
spokesperson of the school to all
stakeholders. 2. Advocates for the school
with the community, parents,
central office.
Component 3. Purposeful Community
d. Input: Involves teachers in the design and
implementation of important decisions. 3.
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Alignment Rating with Comment

McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
Creates opportunities and sets expectations
for stakeholder groups to assume
meaningful leadership and decision making
roles.

C.

Assess, analyze, and anticipate emerging
trends and initiatives in order to adapt
leadership strategies

Satisfactory (emphasis/phrasing):
McREL component references
creation or adoption of innovation but
not the anticipation of emerging
trends

Component 1. Managing Change
a. Change Agent: Is willing to and actively
challenges the status quo. 2. Builds on data
analysis to define processes and protocols
in order to create or adopt new and better
ways to improve school and classroom
practices. 3. Consistently attempts to
operate at the edge instead of the center of
the schools’ competence by leading the
implementation of research-based initiatives
even though outcomes may be uncertain.
b. Flexibility: Adapts his or her leadership
behavior to the needs of the current
situation and is comfortable with dissent. 2.
Adapts leadership style to the needs of
specific situations.
f. Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and their
impact on student learning. 2. Uses a variety
of data and processes to drive decisions
about
initiating new and innovative research-based
programs and interventions.
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APPENDIX B: McREL PRINCIPAL EVALUATION COMPONENTS AND CORRESPONDING
ISLLC EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP STANDARDS
McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

Alignment Rating with Comment

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

Component 1

Standard and Function

Managing Change
Managing Change involves understanding
the implications of change efforts for
stakeholders and adjusting leadership
behaviors accordingly.

See Appendix A for definition of each
Standard.

Responsibilities*
A

Change Agent: Is willing to and
actively challenges the status quo.
4. Leverages the influence of opinion
leaders to strategically target and
frame change initiatives in order to
increase the rate of adoption.

Satisfactory (implied)

Standard 1. D. Promote continuous and
sustainable improvement. E. Monitor and
evaluate progress and revise plans.

B

Flexibility: Adapts his or her
leadership behavior to the needs of
the current situation and is
comfortable with dissent.

Satisfactory (scope): ISLLC
does not include leader’s
comfort with dissent.

Standard 6. C. Assess, analyze, and
anticipate emerging trends and initiatives in
order to adapt leadership strategies.

C

Ideals and Beliefs: Communicates
and operates from strong ideals and
beliefs about school and schooling.

Satisfactory (scope): ISLLC
does not reference leader’s own
beliefs and ideals

Standard 1. A. Collaboratively develop and
implement a shared vision and mission.

Standard 6. B. Act to influence local, district,
state, and national decisions affecting student
learning.

Standard 5. C. Safeguard the values of
democracy, equity, and diversity
D

Intellectual Stimulation: Ensures that
the faculty and staff are aware of the
most current theories and practices
and makes the discussion of these a
regular aspect of the school culture.

Weak: McREL references
current theories & practices,
ISLLC does not

Standard 2. F. Develop the instructional and
leadership capacity of staff

* Practice levels (listed as numbers) of McREL responsibilities are provided when needed to clarify alignment between McREL and ISLLC documents.
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McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

Alignment Rating with Comment

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)

E

Knowledge of Curriculum,
Instruction, and Assessment: Is
knowledgeable about the current
curriculum, instruction, and
assessment practices.

Satisfactory (implied): ISLLC
implies knowledge of
curriculum, instruction and
assessment.

Standard 2. B. Create a comprehensive,
rigorous, and coherent curricular program.
E. Develop assessment and accountability
systems to monitor student progress.

F

Monitor and Evaluate: Monitors the
effectiveness of school practices and
their impact on student learning.

Strong

Standard 2. E. Develop assessment and
accountability systems to monitor student
progress. I. Monitor and evaluate the impact of
the instructional program.
Standard 3. A. Monitor and evaluate the
management and operational systems.

G

Optimize: Inspires and leads new
and challenging innovations.

Satisfactory (implied): ISLLC
promotion of effective
technologies implies inspiring
and leading change.

Standard 2. H. Promote the use of the most
effective and appropriate technologies to
support teaching and learning.
Standard 6. C. Assess, analyze, and anticipate
emerging trends and initiatives in order to
adapt leadership strategies.

Component 2

Standard and Function

Focus of Leadership
Focus of leadership involves accurately and
pro-actively targeting appropriate areas for
school improvement efforts.

See Appendix A for definition of each
Standard.

Responsibilities*
A

Contingent Rewards: Recognizes
and rewards individual
accomplishments.

Weak: ISLLC indirectly implies
that accomplishments are
recognized and rewarded.

Standard 2. A. Nurture and sustain a culture of
collaboration, trust, learning, and high
expectations.
C. Create a personalized and motivating
learning environment for students.
Standard 4. B. Promote understanding,
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McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

Alignment Rating with Comment

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)
appreciation, and use of the community’s
diverse cultural, social, and intellectual
resources.

B Discipline: Protects teachers from issues
and influences that would detract from
their time or focus.

Satisfactory (specificity): ISLLC
does not specify protection from
issues and influences.

Standard 2. G. Maximize time spent on quality
instruction.
Standards 3 E. Ensure teacher and
organizational time is focused to support
quality instruction and student learning.

C

Focus: Establishes clear goals and
keeps those goals in the forefront of the
school’s attention.

Strong

Standard 1.B. Collect and use data to identify
goals, assess organizational effectiveness, and
promote organizational learning.
C. Create and implement plans to achieve
goals.

D

Involvement in Curriculum, Instruction,
and Assessment: Is directly involved in
helping teachers design curricular
activities and address assessment
and instructional issues.

Strong

Standard 2.B. Create a comprehensive,
rigorous, and coherent curricular program.
D. Supervise instruction.
E. Develop assessment and accountability
systems to monitor student progress.
Standard 2. G. Maximize time spent on quality
instruction.

E

Order: Establishes a set of standard
operating procedures and routines.
2. Has established and consistently
enforces policies, procedures, and
routines that maximize opportunities for
all students to learn.

Satisfactory (implied) ISLLC
implies that implementing plans
mean that procedures and
routines are established

Standard 1. C. Create and implement plans to
achieve goals.
Standard 3. E. Ensure teacher and
organizational time is focused to support
quality instruction and student learning.

F

Outreach: Is an advocate and
spokesperson of the school to all
stakeholders.

Satisfactory
(implied): ISLLC content on
building relationships outside
the school implies McREL’s
school advocacy to
stakeholders

Standard 4.
C. Build and sustain positive relationships with
families and caregivers.
D. Build and sustain productive relationships
with community partners.
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McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)
G

Resources: Provides teachers with
material and professional development
necessary for the execution of their
jobs.

Alignment Rating with Comment
Satisfactory
(emphasis/phrasing)
ISLLC emphasizes on
resource use and allocation.

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)
Standard 1.D. Promote continuous and
sustainable improvement.
Standard 3.B. Obtain, allocate, align, and
efficiently utilize human, fiscal, and
technological resources.
Standard 2. F. Develop the instructional and
leadership capacity of staff.

Component 3

Standard and Function

Purposeful Community
Purposeful Community is one with the
collective efficacy and capability to develop
and use assets to accomplish goals that
matter to all community members through
agreed upon processes.
Responsibilities*

See Appendix A for definition of each
Standard.

A

Affirmation: Recognizes and celebrates
school accomplishment and
acknowledges failures.

Weak: ISLLC does not address
school success or failure

Standard 2 C. Create a personalized and
motivating learning environment for students.

B

Communication: Establishes strong
lines of communication with teachers
and among students.
2. Implements a variety of strategies to
encourage effective open
communication between and among
students, teachers, staff, and the larger
school community.

Satisfactory(implied): ISLLC
reference to productive
community relationships imply
good communication with the
community

Standard 4.D. Build and sustain productive
relationships with community partners.

C

Culture: Fosters shared beliefs and a
sense of community and cooperation.

Strong

Standard 1. A. Collaboratively develop and
implement a shared vision and mission.
Standard 2. A. Nurture and sustain a culture of
collaboration, trust, learning, and high
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McREL Principal Evaluation Components
(2009)

Alignment Rating with Comment

ISLLC Educational Leadership Standards
(2008)
expectations.
Standard 4. D. Build and sustain productive
relationships with community partners.

D

Input: Involves teachers in the design
and implementation of important
decisions.

Satisfactory (implied): ISLLC
“distributed leadership” implies
teacher involvement in
decisions

Standard 1. A. Collaboratively develop and
implement a shared vision and mission.
Standard 3.D. Develop the capacity for
distributed leadership.

E

Relationships: Demonstrates awareness
of the personal aspects of teachers and
staff.

Weak: McREL document
specifies personal aspects
while the ISLLC does not

Standard 4. B. Promote understanding,
appreciation, and use of the community’s
diverse cultural, social, and intellectual
resources.

F

Situational Awareness: Is aware of the
details and the undercurrents in the
running of the school and uses this
information to address current and
potential problems.
2. Recognizes and addresses potential
conflicts and undercurrents among
stakeholder groups, and/or issues in the
school that could create discord.

Satisfactory (emphasis/
phrasing): McREL attention to
potential problems not an
emphasis in ISLLC

Standard 1. B. Collect and use data to identify
goals, assess organizational effectiveness, and
promote organizational learning.
Standard 3. C. Promote and protect the
welfare and safety of students and staff.
Standard 4. A. Collect and analyze data and
information pertinent to the educational
environment.
Standard 5. D. Consider and evaluate the
potential moral and legal consequences of
decision-making.

G

Visibility: Has quality contacts and
interactions with teachers and students

Satisfactory (implied): ISLLC
reference to personalized
learning and supervision of
instruction implies quality
contacts

Standard 2. C. Create a personalized and
motivating learning environment for students.
D. Supervise instruction.
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